
PRIvay LEakage Methodology (PRILE) for IDSRules.Nils Ulltveit-Moe, Vladimir OleshhukUniversity of AgderServiebox 509NO-4898 Grimstad, Norway{Nils.Ulltveit-Moe,Vladimir.Oleshhuk}�uia.noAbstrat. This paper introdues a methodology for evaluating PRIvayLEakage in signature-based Network Intrusion Detetion System (IDS)rules. IDS rules that expose more data than a given perentage of alldata sessions are de�ned as privay leaking. Furthermore, it analyses theIDS rule attak spei� pattern size required in order to keep the privayleakage below a given threshold, presuming that ourrene frequeniesof the attak pattern in normal text are known. We have applied themethodology on the network intrusion detetion system Snort's rule set.The evaluation on�rms that Snort in its default on�guration aims atnot being exessively privay invasive. However we have identi�ed sometypes of rules rules with poor or missing ability to distinguish attaktra� from normal tra�.Keywords: IDS, rules, privay impat, methodology, privay violation1 IntrodutionOne of the largest threats towards on-line seurity and privay today is at-taks aused by yber-riminals. Suh attaks an be devastating from a privayperspetive, sine they an be used for theft of identity, sensitive information orsensitive transations. It is important to use ounter measures against this threatby using omputer seurity tehnologies like �rewalls, anti-virus and IntrusionDetetion Systems (IDS).However, the operation of IDS systems imply that alarms with potentiallysensitive information may be revealed to the seurity analysts monitoring thealarms. This may be partiularly problemati if the IDS monitoring is outsouredto a third party. Contratual means like on�dentiality agreements alone annothinder potential misuse of this information, for example by a orrupt seurityanalyst performing the monitoring. Suh misuse may be subtle and hard todetet. The analyst ould for example use sensitive insider information leakedout via IDS alarms for his own gain when buying or selling shares in a monitoredompany, or he ould sell suh information to ompetitors.



It is therefore important to have a methodology that an be used to analysethe privay impat of Intrusion Detetion System (IDS) rules, in order to iden-tify how privay invasive the operation of signature-based IDS's are in a givensenario and ontext.Our methodology is an engineering approah aimed at keeping the averageprivay leakage aused by IDS rules below a ertain threshold. The approah doesnot give any privay guarantees, although the amount of privay leakage an behosen arbitrarily low1. It is not a replaement for provably seure methods forimproving the privay of IDS operations like for example ryptographi methodsfor privay-preserving IDS. We believe the methodology an be useful in orderto tune IDS rule sets to be less privay invasive than what they typially aretoday. The usefulness omes both as redued privay leakage in the form of lessexposure to sensitive information and as improved rule e�ieny with less falsealarms.We apply the methodology on a ase study of how privay violating the ruleset of the Snort IDS is. The rule set is ategorised manually based on expertknowledge into �ve di�erent ategories.This paper is organised as follows: Setion 2 goes through some ategorisationexamples as an introdution to the problems the methodology is attempting tosolve. Setion 3 performs a theoretial analysis of privay leakage from IDS rules.Setion 4 desribes the PRILE evaluation methodology and setion 5 disussesthe ase study where the PRILE methodology was applied to the Snort rule set.Setion 6 presents results from the ase study, setion 7 presents related workand setion 8 ontains onluding remarks.2 Categorisation ExamplesThis setion goes through some ategorisation examples based on Snort IDSrules, as motivation for the methodology introdued in setion 3 and 4. In sub-setion 2.1, we go through three lear ategorisation examples - two attak rulesthat are not onsidered privay violating and one user surveillane rule that isonsidered privay violating. In the next subsetion, we go through some lesslear examples. The last subsetion onludes the privay against seurity dis-ussion by reommending that a privay leakage analysis of the IDS operationfrom a methodologial perspetive should be performed independently of seu-rity onsiderations as far as pratially possible.2.1 Clear Categorisation ExamplesIn some ases, it is relatively easy to determine that IDS rules are violating theuser's privay. IDS rules an often be presumed to ontain bad or exeptionaltra� if they desribe maliious ativities, like bakdoors, viruses, worms, denial1 There are probably both tehnologial and eonomial limits for how low the privayleakage threshold an be set presuming today's IDS tehnology.



of servie attaks, spoo�ng, shellode or other attaks. It is further expeted thatattak rules without a signi�ant privay impat are reasonably preise, meaningthat they most probably will detet the maliious ativities without generatingtoo many false alarms whih may reveal privay sensitive information aboutordinary users.The privay impat of Snort rules vary greatly. Some rules are very spei�and target a given attak. Espeially when the rule targets a binary attak ve-tor, for example an inoming worm or virus, then the utility from a seurityperspetive an be expeted to be high and the privay impat from monitoringthis event low beause the revealed payload onsists of binary ode, whih ismore or less unintelligible and the rule is preise at mathing an attak. Oneexample of suh a rule, is the rule with Snort ID (sid:) 2003 �MS-SQL WormPropagation attempt�. The modeled vulnerability (CVE-2002-0449) has a Com-mon Vulnerability Soring System (CVSS) sore in the Common Vulnerabilitiesand Exposures (CVE) Database2 of 7.5 out of 10, so this is onsidered a quiteserious attak from a seurity perspetive. This rule looks like the following:alert udp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET 1434 (\msg:"MS-SQL Worm propagation attempt";\ontent:"|04|"; depth:1;\ontent:"|81 F1 03 01 04 9B 81 F1 01|";\ontent:"sok";\ontent:"send";\referene:bugtraq,5310;\referene:bugtraq,5311;\referene:ve,2002-0649;\referene:nessus,11214;\referene:url,vil.nai.om/vil/ontent/v_99992.htm;\lasstype:mis-attak;\sid:2003;\rev:8;)The rule mathes MS-SQL worm propagation attempts. These are UDP re-quests from any port on the external network towards the well known portnumber of Mirosoft's SQL server on the home network. Snort usually presumesthat alerts an only be aused by tra� to or from your own network, whih iswhy it de�nes the variable $HOME_NET. The msg: �eld shows the IDS alertmessage that will show up in the IDS onsole when this rule is triggered. In thisase, "MS-SQL Worm propagation attempt". The ontent: �eld mathes spei�strings or patterns in the payload. Four di�erent ontent patterns are requiredto be present in an UDP paket to trigger this rule. Some of the mathed ontentis binary data whereas other is ASCII text. The �rst ontent: �eld mathes atdepth (o�set) 1 into the payload. The rule ontains 5 authoritative referenes toother soures that desribe the vulnerability, inluding Bugtraq and the Com-mon Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) databases of publily known seurity2 Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures http://ve.mitre.org

http://cve.mitre.org


vulnerabilities. Classtype: is Snort's rule lassi�ation. This rule is lassi�ed asa mis-attak rule, whih indiates that the rule mathes a known attak. Sid:is the unique Snort rule identity and rev: is the rule revision.This is a spei� rule, baked up by authoritative referenes. It is a quiteserious exposure for vulnerable systems, as indiated by the CVSS sore of 7.5.It is targeted against a system servie that is not normally exposed to end-userson the Internet and should be reasonably preise at only mathing attaks. Theutility from a seurity perspetive an in other words be expeted to be high andthe privay impat low for this rule. We therefore ategorised this as an attakrule, that is not regarded as sensitive from a privay perspetive.A rule that an be expeted to violate users' privay, is sid:1437 �MULTI-MEDIA Windows Media download�. This is a broad poliy rule that mathesdownload of any windows media �les via the web. It does however not indiatewhih �le that was downloaded3.alert tp $EXTERNAL_NET 80 -> $HOME_NET any (\msg:"MULTIMEDIA Windows Media download";\flow:from_server,established;\ontent:"Content-Type|3A|"; noase;\pre:"/^Content-Type\x3a\s*(?=[av℄)(video\/x\-ms\-(w[vm℄x|asf)|a(udio\/x\-ms\-w(m[av℄|ax)|ppliation\/x\-ms\-wm[zd℄))/smi";\lasstype:poliy-violation;\sid:1437;\rev:6;)This rule mathes TCP tra� originating from the external network and withdestination to any port on the home network. It is in other word an HTTP replymessage. The alert message given in the IDS onsole is �MULTIMEDIAWindowsMedia download� and it mathes established TCP sessions originating from theserver. The rule �rst performs a ase insensitive string math on the HTTPheader element �Content-Type:� in the payload. If the ontent: rule mathes, thenthe regular expression as indiated in the pre: �eld will be exeuted to maththe Windows Media multimedia MIME types for wvx,wmx,wma,wmv,wax,wmzand wmd �les. This rule is not baked up by any external referenes like CVEor Bugtraq, so the rule does not present any evidene of having any signi�antseurity impat. It is purely a rule for deteting violation of an IT usage poliy,where downloading media �les is not allowed. This is also indiated in Snort'slasstype: �eld whih lassi�es it as a �poliy-violation�, whih broadly means aviolation of orporate IT poliy4. A user being monitored will probably regardsuh monitoring as a privay violation, sine the monitoring e�etively limitswhat a user an see and do, and it a�ets both legal and illegal ativities. This3 It is tehnially possible to reord all network tra� over a limited time span usingnetwork forensi interfaes [1℄. The monitoring organisation an therefore still detetdownloaded media �les, if they desire to do so.4 It should however be noted that the poliy-violation rules not are enabled by defaultin Snort.



rule is therefore ategorised as a privay violating rule. Further informationabout interpreting Snort rules an be found in the Snort user's manual inludedin the soure ode distribution5.2.2 What About Con�iting Rules?Some IDS rules are designed to monitor entire appliations. For example SID2372 is a rule that monitors all aess to the �le showphoto.php. The IDS ruledetets two ritial SQL injetion vulnerabilities (CVSS sore 10) that are re-motely exploitable. SQL injetion vulnerabilities an often be attributed to poorsoftware engineering praties, so if one suh vulnerability is deteted, then itis reasonable that other similar vulnerabilities may exist as well in the vulner-able appliation. Another reason for adding general appliation monitoring, isthat SQL injetion attaks often have a large set of potential SQL-based attakvetors that an target the vulnerability, whih means that it may seem easierand simpler for the author of the IDS rule to safeguard and write one rule thatathes all appliation ativities, than to over all potential SQL injetion attakvetors. Another ompliation, is the variety of enoding shemes used on theweb, whih an be used to evade attak detetion. Examples of suh enodingshema are URL enoding, HEX or Uniode6.This means that there is a signi�ant hane that real attaks, hidden by apartiular enoding sheme, may go undeteted by a seurity analyst viewingthe alert. It would be better in this ase to use a more omplex rule, that isable to trigger on the ore of the problem, instead of general appliation ativitymonitoring.However, there also exist some vulnerabilities where it an be harder to avoidgeneral appliation monitoring. For example vulnerabilities that give diret orpartial aess to an unrestrited exeution environment like the underlying oper-ating system. These vulnerabilities are often due to lak of input data validationbefore external programs are alled.An example of suh an input validation error is SID 1717, WEB-CGI sim-plestguest.gi aess. This is overed by the vulnerability CVE-2001-0022, whihhas a CVSS sore of 10. The vulnerability allows remote attakers to exeutearbitrary ommands via shell meta haraters in the guestbook parameter ofthe CGI sript due to lak of parameter heking. It is not possible to know inadvane whih set of ommands that may be attempted exeuted, so the safestthing to do, is to monitor all aess to the vulnerable parameter of the CGI-sript. However, it would be even better if the rule ould simulate the inputvalidation and let the most ommon normal use ases of the vulnerable param-eter pass through without any alerts, to redue the amount of false alarms andprivay leakage from using the rule.5 Snort is available from http://www.snort.org.6 See Ofer Maor and Amihai Shulman SQL Injetion Signatures Evasionhttp://www.imperva.om/dos/SQLInjetionSignaturesEvasion.pdf.
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2.3 Privay against SeurityIDS rules used in Managed Seurity Servies (MSS) an in other words leakprivate and sensitive information. Customers will have partiular onern aboutthis for outsoured MSS. On the other hand, outsouring MSS is usually oste�etive and more e�ient than running the servie in-house from a seuritystandpoint. Few ompanies an for example a�ord running their own 24x7 mon-itoring servie. There is in other words a trade o� between potential privayleakage aused by a monitoring organisation running an MSS, and the privayleakage aused by adversaries.It should in this respet be noted that the e�ets of privay leakage to rim-inals an be devastating and is without any regulatory ontrol, whereas theprivay leakage from MSS are presumed to be measurable and under regulatoryontrol. The MSS providers will however be liable if they breah the on�dential-ity agreement with the ustomer. It should therefore be a goal for the monitoringorganisation to minimise the harm on privay and on�dentiality for the sub-jets being monitored, both as work ethis and beause this redues potentialliabilities for the MSS provider.The privay invasiveness of IDS rules vary a lot. As the disussion above hasshown, there are both spei� and unspei� IDS rules with both high and lowCVSS sore. Analysing the privay impat of IDS rules should in general be doneindependently of the seurity relevane of the IDS rule7. In on�iting situationswhere there is a privay against seurity dilemma for an IDS rule, then theprivay leakage as a result of false alarms (false positives) an almost always beredued signi�antly by investing some more e�ort into the design of the IDS rule.For example by making a more spei� IDS rule that performs a more auratetest for the attak pattern and that also only mathes vulnerable versions ofappliations instead of monitoring all versions of a given appliation or servie.This an in many ases be done without signi�antly a�eting the amount ofmissed real attaks (false negatives), as we have indiated in the examples insetion 2.2. As an additional bene�t, the MSS provider will probably redue theosts of proessing false IDS alarms.3 Quantifying Privay LeakageWe will in this setion attempt to quantify the privay leakage from IDS rules.An IDS rule signature R an be onsidered to onsist of two parts as shown inFigure 1:� A protool spei� part P onsisting of one or more patterns used to addressa spei� part of a session. The protool spei� part(s) trigger for everysession for the hosen sope (platform, servie, program or �le level).7 It an for example not be laimed that a high CVSS sore in general warrantsmore privay invasive monitoring, sine this disregards privay rights. More privayinvasive monitoring an only be warranted if this is the only pratial solution fordeteting the attak. If it is viable to detet the attak in a more privay-friendlyway, then this should be attempted.



Fig. 1. Illustration of the protool spei� part and attak distinguishing partfor an IDS rule (SID 1497, WEB-MISC ross site sripting attempt).� An attak distinguishing part A onsisting of one or more patterns, whihaims at mathing an attak vetor, for example given by a software vulnera-bility.The privay leakage of an IDS rule desribes how muh potentially sensitiveinformation that leaks out from applying the rule, that is not attak relevant.The privay leakage is de�ned as:De�nition 1. Let S be a su�iently large set of ommuniation sessions8,
S = {si|i = 1, ..., n}, identi�ed by the protool spei� part P of an IDS rule
R. Let E ⊆ S be a set of sessions that have been exposed by the IDS via alertmessages that are false alarms. The privay leakage p an then be alulatedas the fration p =

|E|
|S| of exposed ommuniation sessions that are not attakrelated to all ommuniation sessions.From this, it is apparent that the privay leakage is proportional to the falsepositive rate for attak rules, however it is not the same measure. The falsepositive rate is the fration of false alarms to the total number of alarms, whereasthe privay leakage instead is related to the total number of data sessions for agiven sope.It should be noted that this de�nition of privay leakage impliitly presumesthat real alarms (true positives) do not leak private or sensitive information. Thismay not neessarily be the ase for rules identifying attak vetors where theuser is lured into performing the attak by the adversary. Examples of suh at-taks are trojans and web bugs. It may be important from a seurity standpointto investigate suh attaks, regardless of whether it was the attaker or the userwho initiated the attak. This means that real alarms (true positives) must beinvestigated, however additional privay enhaning tehniques like pseudonymi-sation or anonymisation of the alert data should be onsidered in these ases toprotet the user's privay.We an now proeed with analysing the privay leakage p for a group ofommonly used IDS rules: math of an attak pattern in b di�erent byte positions8 Data on session level is preferred to data on paket level sine the data forensisinvolved in determining whether an alert is a false positive or a real attak oftenrequires that the entire data session is loaded from a data forensis tool like a TimeMahine http://www.net.t-labs.tu-berlin.de/researh/tm/.
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Fig. 2. Math of attak pattern in b di�erent positions within eah session si.within eah session si. It is in partiular interesting to analyse the borderline asewith a one byte wide attak distinguishing pattern A, sine that ours relativelyfrequently, and it is not obvious that a one byte wide pattern is su�ient to keepthe privay leakage below a hosen maximum privay leakage threshold.It is presumed that the ourrene frequeny f of the attak distinguishingpattern A for a byte stream of normal tra� is known or an be measured.The privay leakage aused by mathing the attak pattern A in b di�erent bytepositions an then be alulated using the relation f ≤ p

b
, as indiated in Figure2, whih gives:

bf ≤ p . (1)This means that the number of byte positions mathed times the ourrenefrequeny must be less than or equal to the privay leakage.Example 1. The IDS rule (SID 2666) for a format string vulnerability in theCourier-IMAP server uses the following regular expression:/^PASS\s+[^\n℄*?%/smi. In this regular expression, it is only one harater,the '%' sign, that di�erentiates this IDS rule from a normal IMAP passwordauthentiation session. Furthermore, the regular expression mathes the perentsign in any position of the password. It is in other words only the perent signthat is the attak distinguishing part of the IDS rule. The maximum privayleakage threshold is hosen to be p = 1%.Presuming that the probability of hitting a perent sign in a random passwordhas been measured9 to f = 0.0017 , and that the average password size is b = 8bytes, this means that bf = 1.35% by using Equation 1. Sine this is larger than1%, this means that the IDS rule is onsidered privay violating.This example shows that IDS rules with a one byte wide attak distinguish-ing pattern an be privay violating. In general, the ourrene frequeny ofthe attak pattern f is not available. It is therefore only possible to get goodestimates of the privay leakage for some speial ases like this. It is however9 Matt Weir Reusable Seurity - Charater Frequeny Analysis Infohttp://reusablese.blogspot.om/2009/05/harater-frequeny-analysis-info.html.
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in many ases still possible to estimate the privay leakage for extreme aseswhere one an argue that the attak distinguishing pattern either ours su�-iently frequently to ause a a privay leakage or su�iently infrequently to notause a privay leakage based on qualitative arguments. For example an rulesthat detet attaks based on protool violations in many ases be expeted tohave little or no privay leakage, presuming that they seldom or never happenin ordinary tra�. Also, many over�ow deteting rules math so wide patternsfor typed user input that they probably not will be privay leaking for normaltra�.4 Evaluation MethodologyThe aim of our evaluation methodology is to provide a gold standard for eval-uating the privay impat of Network-based IDS rules. We have de�ned a 5level sale for privay invasiveness that fouses on how wide sope the privayviolation has. This sope is also important for the privay leakage alulation,sine it de�nes the split between the protool spei� part P and the attakdistinguishing part A for a given IDS rule. The privay leakage sale is de�nedbelow:0-None No privay leakage expeted from the IDS rule. This an for examplehappen for rules deteting protool violations or denial of servie attaksthat an not happen from normal user behaviour.1-Vulnerability The IDS rule models attaks based on a known vulnerabilityin a spei� way. This means that the IDS rule an be expeted to expose lessthan a given perentage p of all sessions being investigated by it. Anotherway of interpreting this level is as a tolerable average privay leakage.2-Program �le More than p perent of all sessions targeted at a given program�le or module as part of an appliation are being monitored.3-Appliation More than p perent of all sessions targeted at a given applia-tion or servie are being monitored. An appliation is presumed to onsistof several program �les.4-Platform More than p perent of all sessions targeted at a given platformare being monitored. For example monitoring of spei� �les or �le typesaross all servies for a given operating system, whih potentially an ausemonitoring of any appliation on that given platform. The sope of all ses-sions S must here be limited to the number of relevant sessions. If spei��les or �le types are being monitored on platform level, then S must onlyonsist of sessions that ontain the monitored �les or �le types.5-Poliy The IDS rule is applied on network-wide level and is not neessarilyrelevant from a seurity perspetive. It is de�ned to monitor or ontrol usageof servies being monitored. The legality of Level 5 rules in a given legisla-tive area must be investigated before suh rules are enabled. For example,monitoring use of end-user servies like hat, instant messaging, VoIP, emailor web.



The enumerated sale from 0 to 5 an then be used for quantitative measure-ments of privay invasiveness. The sale is bounded and naturally lends itselfto further aggregation over a group of rules. Furthermore, we de�ne a privayviolating rule as a rule that leaks more information than level 1. That meansthat level 2, 3, 4 and 5 IDS rules are privay violating by de�nition.5 DisussionManual ategorisation of 3669 Snort rules from the ommunity rule set wasdone aording to our PRILE methodology. We presume a network environmentwhere all typial end-user servies (HTTP,FTP,POP,IMAP,...) are provided onthe Internet in their normal on�guration. We furthermore presume Englishloalisation (language) of the environment where the IDS rules are applied. For�le storage servies, like FTP, we presume that some end-users an have aessto both upload and download of data.The main problem we identi�ed during ategorisation, is IDS rules that per-form full monitoring of all aess to an appliation or program �le as part ofan appliation. This is quite ommon for web appliation monitoring rules. Theproblem with this pratie is the privay leakage that full aess monitoringauses.Our opinion is that IDS systems and rules should be improved to redue thesope of monitoring in order to only detet attak tra� and preferably only trig-ger on vulnerable appliations. General appliation monitoring an be so noisythat the utility of it also from a seurity standpoint an be disputed. However,rules should not be made so spei� that they redue the risks of identifyinglikely variants of a given attak. So there will in pratie often be a trade o�between privay leakage redution and IDS rule generalisation. However, se-tion 2.2 shows that the urrent pratie often goes too far in the diretion ofmonitoring all aess to a given servie or appliation.Another type of vulnerabilities that often have weak attak distinguishingpatterns are format string vulnerabilities. Most of these have only got an attakdistinguishing pattern of one byte. For example, SID 2666 targets a format stringvulnerability for the password handling of Courier-IMAP. This is the rule thatwas analysed in Setion 3.6 Results487 of the 3669 manually ategorised Snort rules (13%) appear to have a sig-ni�ant impat on privay as shown in Table 1. However, in a default Snortinstallation 15 rule �les with 270 rules are disabled. All the level 5 poliy spe-i� rules (117 rules) were ontained within the set of disabled rule �les, whihis enouraging. This shows that Snort in its default on�guration aims at notbeing exessively privay invasive. The poliy spei� rules detet ontent likehat, pornography, peer-to-peer or multimedia. The omplete rule set has 370privay violating rules on level 2 to 4. These are general �le, appliation or



Table 1. PRIvay LEakage (PRILE) lassi�ation of Snort rule sets.PRILE Privay invasiveness Default rule set Disabled rules All rules0 None 13 4 171 Vulnerability 3026 139 3165Total non-privay violating: 3039 143 31822 Program �le 333 5 3383 Appliation 24 3 274 Platform 3 2 55 Poliy 117 117Total privay violating: 360 127 487Perentage privay violating: 11% 47% 13%platform monitoring rules, whih are founded on a known vulnerability. Even ifthese rules aount for only 10% of all IDS rules, they an be expeted to ausesigni�ant privay leakage, false alarms and draw proessing power from the IDSsensor. This means that there is a large improvement potential from a privayand e�ieny perspetive if these rules are tightened up to fall within PRILE 1.In fat, 76% of all rules ategorised as privay violating fall into this ategory.7 Related WorkThere exists, as far as we know, no similar soring system that an be usedto analyse the privay leakage of IDS rules. There are however similar soringsystems for system vulnerabilities. The Common Vulnerability Soring System(CVSS) is an industry standard metri for the harateristis and impats ofIT vulnerabilities [2℄. This sore is useful to indiate the seurity relevane of agiven IDS rule. It has also got a on�dentiality indiator whih measures the levelof potential on�dentiality loss from a vulnerability. However, it does not overthe potential on�dentiality loss that an our from IDS monitoring ativities.There is also some relevant work within the area of privay metris. Pri-vay violations of internet sites are desribed in [3℄, however this paper is quitegeneral and does not mention any indiators that apture the amount of pri-vay violations. Other metris for privay are entropy-based [4℄ or based on theombination of k-anonymity [5, 6, 7℄ and l-diversity [8℄. These measures fousmore on how anonymous data are than to measure to what extent a networkmonitoring organisation's operation is privay-intrusive.Another related area is privay enhaned intrusion detetion systems. TheBRO IDS for example supports a way to anonymise the payload of a paketinstead of removing the entire payload [9℄. There also exists some earlier workon privay-enhaned host-based IDS systems that pseudonymise audit data andperforms analysis on the pseudonymised audit reords [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15℄.



8 ConlusionThis paper introdues a new methodology - PRILE for identifying privay leak-age in IDS rules. The methodology itself is intended to be generi and shouldalso be useful for privay leakage evaluation of other network intrusion detetionsystems than Snort. A limitation with the methodology is that it does not spe-ify how to de�ne the sope for preproessors and similar IDS rules that presentaggregated data10. In these ases, the false alarm rate an be used as an alter-native indiator of privay leaking rules, sine it is proportional to our privayleakage metri for a given IDS rule.We have performed a proof-of-onept evaluation of the Snort rule set us-ing the PRILE methodology. This evaluation on�rms that Snort in its defaulton�guration aims at not being exessively privay invasive. Level 5 poliy rulesare for example swithed o� by default. Problemati areas we have identi�edare rules with poor or missing ability to distinguish attak tra� from normaltra�. For example general �le, appliation or platform monitoring rules, whihare founded on known vulnerabilities. Even if these rules aount for only 10%of all IDS rules, they an be expeted to ause privay leakage, false alarms anddraw a signi�ant amount of proessing power from the IDS sensor. This meansthat there is a large improvement potential from a privay, ost and e�ienyperspetive if these rules are tightened up to fall within PRILE level 1.In addition, optimisations of the IDS rule set an and should be onsideredboth in the temporal domain based on �smart� IDS rules that disable themselveswhen a system is pathed up and also based on the environment - whether rulesare relevant for the platforms and applianes in the network being monitored.Future researh inludes adding support for measuring the privay leakageand ourrene frequeny of attak distinguished patterns on an existing IDSsystem, in order to get better privay leakage estimates and improve the model.Another possibility is to do a broader study where a representative set of expertsperform the same lassi�ation to ahieve a more objetive interpretation of thePRILE methodology. Experienes by applying the methodology an then beused to further improve it. Last, but not least - this methodology may open upa possibility for privay impat testing tools for IDS systems.Aknowledgments This work is funded by Telenor Researh & Innovationunder the ontrat DR-2009-1.
10 False alarms from preproessors or omposed IDS systems may also ontain ag-gregated data with sensitive information. For example false alarms from the Snortportsan preproessor whih may reveal information about user behaviour like webbrowsing habits.
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